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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

We are seeking a $400,00 investment for a 30% stake in our company. This 
investment will help the startup costs and renovations for Shoko Steakhouse. 
Shoko Steakhouse is a San Diego-based corporation that will develop a 
restaurant that will serve steak and other Japanese based cuisine. The company 
was founded by Shoko Steakhouse LLC. 

 
VISION & MISSION 

Our vision for Shoko Steakhouse is to become the premier steakhouse location  
destination in all of Southern California for all occasions. We want to provide a 
valuable service to our customers by giving them an experience and taste that is 
truly unique compared to other restaurants in the area. When people think of the 
best fine-dining steak house, we will be the first place they go to.  
 
At Shoko Steakhouse, our mission is provide the best service, food, environment 
and overall experience for our guests. Shoko’s staff will be well trained in order to 
provide the best restaurant services in the area. No staff member will have less 
than 10 years of experience in the restaurant industry. Our simplified menu items 
promoted by top chefs will ensure the best food selections. This will showcase 
the quality of our food, as well as our report as a fine dining establishment.  
 
The environment will create the sensation of indulging in an excellent meal, while 
in constant, total relaxation. We want to surround our guests with a luxurious 
Japanese themed environment which includes, bonsai trees, traditional japanese 
decor, a zen garden and a following waterfall for every special occasion. Take a 
moment to truly enjoy the atmosphere. In Japanese culture, when people enjoy 
something delicious they say oishii. Every bite will satiate your palate. Our 
Japanese inspired dishes such as steak, seafood, and sushi, service and 
experience will make for a fine dining experience that will have you coming back 
time and time again.  
 

OFFICERS 
● Shoko Steakhouse LLC specializes in fine-dining restaurants and will serve 

as an act partner in ensuring the success of Shoko Steakhouse. In 
conjunction Shoko Steakhouse LLC will own 70% equity in Shoko 
Steakhouse. 
○ Shoko Steakhouse LLC will oversee 

■ Financials 



● Controller - John Jensen - Bachelor Science Business 
Administration emphasis in Finance 

■ Marketing 
● Marketing Manager- Matt Adams - Bachelor Science 

Business Administration emphasis Global Business 
Management Marketing 

■ Project and R&D 
● Project Manager - Trina Mabunay - Bachelor Science 

Business Administration emphasis Global Business 
Management Marketing 

■ Operations 
● General Manager - Shoko Kanda - Bachelor Science 

Business Administration emphasis Global Business 
Management Marketing 

● Restaurant Manager: 
○ Responsibilities: The Restaurant manager will be held accountable for 

the following duties: Management and hiring of senior staff, basic 
marketing activities, basic operational and financial reporting, and 
ensuring the quality of service provided by the restaurant. These 
responsibilities will also involve negotiating contracts with food vendors 
and analyzing report from the Micros POS system to maximize profits and 
engage in cost saving strategies. The General Manager will also be 
responsible for establishing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for the 
staff of the restaurant as well.  

○ Skills and Qualifications:  
■ Minimum of 10 years experience of managing in the fine dining 

industry, and a Bachelor of Science degree in management or 
hospitality is strongly preferred.  

■ Deep knowledge and understanding of restaurant accounting, 
Micros POS systems, fine dining, customer service, and 
management of service staff. 

○ Salary: 
■ $50,000/yr 

● Executive Chef 
○ Responsibilities: The executive chef will be responsible for all food 

related changes, campaigns, advertising and trend analysis. This will 
include analysis of POS generated reports on the popularity of specific 
menu items to better understand the target customer habits and 
preferences. In addition, this position will be heavily involved with the 



cooks and staff in developing new dishes and menu items. Marketing 
related advertising, campaigns, and activities will include: Fostering 
relationships with local offices and restaurants,hotels, conducting social 
events, and any other direct advertising activities.  

○ Skills and Qualifications:  
■ Minimum five years of experience in cooking within the 

restaurant/hospitality industry. 
■ Business experience and relationships within the Greater San 

Diego area will be strongly preferred as well.  
○ Salary:  

■ $60,000/yr 
 
THE FIRM’S ENVIRONMENT 

MARKET DESCRIPTION 
The high end restaurant industry is currently in the mature phase of its life cycle, 
with customers now developing taste for higher end dishes and quality 
ingredients. However, high end dining can be heavily dependent on the current 
state of the economy and experience downturn due to decreases in consumer 
disposable income. The local database esri displays the average check per 
customer for high-dining restaurants in the San Diego area.  
 



 
The downtown San Diego area in particular, is saturated with restaurants and 
bars that can adequately satisfy a customer seeking a higher end meal and 
drinks, and these competitors will be directly faced by Shoko. Competitors will 
include: NOBU San Diego, Searsucker, Donovan’s Steakhouse, Ruth’s Chris 
Steakhouse, and Morton’s Steakhouse. 

 
CONSUMER MARKET 
Shoko’s Steakhouse average customer will be a middle to upper class and 
higher income business professionals, athletes, and celebrities, CEO’s and 
families in the company’s target market. The age demographic will be 25-64 male 
and female guests happy to spend an evening consuming quality food and 
experiencing a unique cross-cultural experience. 
Common traits among clients will include: 

● Annual household income exceeding $50,000 
● Lives or works no more than 10+ miles from Shoko’s Steakhouse 
● Will spend $80 to $120 per average check 

  
There are approximately 37,832 people living within the Gaslamp district in San 
Diego. Among these people, median family income is $52,000. Given the very 
high population density of the area, Shoko’s Steakhouse should be able to 
remain profitable in this economic climate. 

 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES  
Shoko will be a high end bar and Japanese inspired steakhouse with a casual yet 
upscale sit down dining experience. Hours of operation will be from 11 p.m. - 3 
p.m. (lunch) and 5 p.m. - 10 p.m. (dinner) Monday through Sunday.  
 
Shoko’s cuisine will be centered around Japanese inspired dishes such as 
steaks, seafood, and sushi. Shoko also intends to offer a wide variety of entrees 
that will be of American origin, but will entail an emphasis on Japanese flavors. 
With each entree guest can choose from a variety of sides, including: Tempura, 
sweet carrots, miso soup, garlic rice, and more. More Detailed information on the 
menu items of Shoko are listed in appendix 1,2.  

 



Additionally, the business will offer a wide variety of alcoholic beverages, which 
management expects will generate a significant portion of the Company’s 
revenues and profits.  

 



 

 



OPPORTUNITIES 
 

● Craft Brews and Cocktails: The San Diego county region provides a great 
opportunity to feature unique craft brews from local business. An opportunity to 
leverage the highly varied craft beer industry in San Diego cannot be ignored.  

● Technology: There is a growing trend of consumers ordering food for pick up, 
take out and ordering ahead of time. Customers are taking advantage of reliable 
and convenient technological advancement to improve their dining experience. 
There is an opportunity for a full service restaurant to leverage this trend. 

● High Population Density:  According to SanDiego.com, the city had a recorded 
3.3 million people in 2016. This could help increase recurring sales of a full 
service restaurant given how populated the area is. 

● Recovering Economy: Full service restaurants becoming more appealing as the 
rise in employment and a recovering economy stimulate consumer spending. 

● Pricing: The full-service restaurant landscape offers a variety of products and 
prices. According to the Euromonitor data statistic, full-service American style 
restaurants experienced the highest number of transactions in 2015. However, 
full-service Asian restaurants also experienced a high number in regards to 
value. 

● Niche Market: Independent full-service operations have an opportunity to 
diversify their products and services. Local restaurants are able to cater to the 
specific preferences of nearby consumer groups. San Diego is one of the highest 
toured cities in the United States.  

● Income: The labor force will increase hourly earnings by 0.5% in March. 
Unemployment in California is decreasing.  

 
THREATS 
 

● Alternative restaurant choices: Shoko Steakhouse will be located in the 
downtown San Diego area. Due to more than 100 restaurants operating within 
the area, customers are less likely to choose our restaurant unless it is a special 
occasion. 

● Growing trend of the fast food industry: If economic downturn occurs potential 
customers will gravitate towards cheaper options. Also, fast food is more 
conducive to a on-the-go lifestyle, thus making it more convenient for prospective 
customers. 



● Increasing popularity with vegans, vegetarians, pescitarians: There has 
been a growing trend to change lifestyles, with a push and focus towards 
sustainability and animal rights. 

● Competition: Competition for Shoko will include quick service chains such as 
Outback and Black Angus, and more exclusive steakhouses such as NOBU and 
Morton’s. As the Shoko brand becomes more highly recognized, it will pose a 
bigger threat towards these major brands. 

● Growing interest in meal-kits: With a growing popularity of ecommerce 
services delivering groceries to house. Companies like Amazon and Vons make 
it easier to eat at home. Also there are meal-kits that deliver all the ingredients to 
recreate a meal at home, such as Blue Apron, Freshly, etc. These kits are 
packaged , pre measured and prepped ingredients. 

● Bad reviews of restaurant: Online reviewing services like Yelp can elevate and 
destroy reputations of food establishments.  

 
TRENDS 
 

● Customers like eating local: Everything from locally grown produce and meat 
to craft beer are increasing in popularity. This is particularly the case in San 
Diego, and it is unclear whether not having locally sourced ingredients and beer 
in a restaurant is a detriment.  

● Healthy Alternative Diets: The rising popularity of diets such as paleo, vegan, 
vegetarian, and pescatarian could cause consumers to stray away from from 
more traditional foods that aren’t perceived as healthy. However the the the 
effects that these diets will have on the majority of consumer behavior is unclear. 

● Customers value sustainable business practices: With the increase in 
popularity of sustainable food businesses like Chipotle, customers have now 
become more concerned with ethical business practices and carbon footprints of 
operations. San Diego in particular plans to raise minimum wage to $15/hr, and it 
is unclear what impact these trends may have on the upscale dining industry. 

● Popularity of online reviews: Websites such as yelp and Angie's list have 
become increasingly popular, and any consumer now has a means to share their 
opinion on a restaurant with an extremely large audience through the internet. 
Whether internet reviews are now a make or break for a restaurant is yet to be 
determined.  

 
THE FIRM’S CAPABILITIES 
 



STRENGTHS  
 

● Premium steaks and Ingredients: At Shoko, we will use nothing but the 
freshest ingredients in our signature dishes that will have a fresh, distinct, quality 
and japanese flavor that is unique to our establishment.  

● Location: Located in the heart of the Gaslamp District in downtown San Diego, 
Shoko will have a premium location to complement a premium dining experience. 
This location will also give a significant amount of foot traffic, and will attract 
non-local customers who are seeking an upscale dining experience. 

● Vegetarian alternatives on menu: Even though Shoko will be known for its 
premium cuts of meat and fish, we will have quality and delicious vegetarian 
options such as sushi, signature salads, and  

● Uniqueness of menu: Shoko will have unique Japanese inspired food and 
beverage options that are not commonly found in other upscale steak 
restaurants.  

● Locally sourced vegetables: Our vegetables will be locally sourced when 
possible and will promote the growth of local San Diego Farms. 

● Time spent in restaurant by parties is high (up-sale opportunity): With a 
slower paced dining experience, the potential for Shoko to sell more beverages 
and generate higher food and beverage tickets per table is greater.  

● Size of food portions: Shoko will emphasize the importance of adequate portion 
sizes. 

● Superior service and customer service: We hold a high level of customer 
service because we are dedicated to deliver attentive customer service in order 
to show our hospitality and gratitude towards our guests. We will use this 
competency in order to ensure that the guest receives the meal and experience 
that they are expecting. In addition, we will have our server assistants aid the 
main waiter or waitress as the server assistants will be able to provide drink refills 
and check up on guests on a frequent basis in the event that the main waiter or 
waitress becomes busy. Our goal is to never let a guest feel that they have not 
been taken care of once they have sat down for their meal. 
 
WEAKNESSES  

● Operation at lunch time: At Shoko Steakhouse, we serve only half size of 
operation at the lunch time than dinner time. Since our main business hours is 
more likely at dinner time. However, we still make some sales at lunchtime, but it 
may cause customer volume to be low. 

● Price of food per plate: Our estimate price for per customer will cost $80-120. 
This setting would not fit for broad customer market. 



● Prefer no kids: At shoko Steakhouse, we prefer adult customers over younger 
ones. We do not have a kids menu. We strongly encourage the steakhouse to be 
only for adults.  

● Requires experienced staff: We require to have experienced staff to serve high 
quality service. That will require extra time and money to train the staff.   

● Food costs of quality meat and ingredients: In order to differentiate ourselves, 
we provide American food with Japanese taste. Some of ingredients will be 
imported and all ingredients that we would use have specific criteria to keep our 
high quality. The food cost would be higher as a result of providing high quality of 
food. 

● Liquor costs: Not only we have a bar counter with special liquors, but also we 
would have Japanese liquor. Thus, our estimate costs for liquor would increase. 

● Slow overturn rate: Customers dining in will stay an average of 1-3 hours, 
depending on the size of the party, and how many courses they are ordering. 
The slow overturn rate may turn away guests as they may not be willing to wait 
long for an open table.  

 
STRATEGIC GOALS 

As Shoko Steakhouse continues to expand its business within the downtown San 
Diego region in the next 5-10 years, the company will follow through on its 
strategic objectives.  

1. Increase Market Share: Shoko Steakhouse will be the number one steakhouse 
destination spot in the greater San Diego region. Our restaurant will dominate the 
online community as the first search result listed for “steak-house”. We plan on 
achieving 20-30% of the steak-house market. 

2. Strengthen Physical Resources: Operate on high reservation volume. Allocate 
technology to make reservations available through OpenTable and convenient to 
acquire. Increase operations to open on Holidays based on foot traffic in the San 
Diego region.  

3. Strengthen Financial Resources:  Increase cash flow by 20% monthly to 
attract investors for company expansion. Average checks will increase by 10% in 
5 years. Up to 20-30% in 10 years.  

4. Productivity: Increase overall customer satisfaction and operational productivity. 
Train staff to reduce waste, ticket times, customer gaps in services and increase 
valued customer satisfaction and loyalty. Achieve a minimum of 4.5+ stars on 
Yelp and Open Table.  

5. Innovation: Use resources to stay competitive in the market. Research new and 
creative items to sell on our menu that are not offered in other restaurants. Utilize 



technology to offer unique products and services. Capitalize on 
Japanese-American style for diversification strategies.  

 
BUSINESS LEVEL STRATEGY 

Shoko Steakhouse business level strategy will be focus differentiation. Our 
products and services focus on achieving high ticket table orders for high paying 
guests. We will serve Japanese and American style steaks, appetizers, drinks 
and desserts. The menu will consist of a variety of options and choices based on 
what the guests taste preferences are. The average ticket order per customer will 
range from $80-120 depending on if the guest orders appetizers and drinks. 
Shoko Steakhouse will specialize in all American steak, Japanese steak and 
everything in between. 
 
The effectiveness of our staff training program is critical for the long-term 
success of our restaurant. Our impeccable services will differentiate the 
steak-house from any other as we only allow servers to handle 2-3 tables at one 
time. Ensuring the servers time for quality and connection with their tables. 
Various online marketing and advertising campaigns will contribute to our focus 
differentiation strategy. Leveraging our location and unique products on social 
media will draw in new prospecting customers to our business. Shoko 
Steakhouse hours of operation also provide a focused differentiation as we will 
only be open Monday-Saturday from 5:00-10:00 p.m. 

 
OVERALL AND FUNCTIONAL UNIT OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES 
 
MARKETING 
Objective 1: Implement a local campaign with the Company’s targeted market via 

digital marketing 
● Strategy: Shoko Steakhouse LLC. will focus its efforts towards maintaining a 

targeted marketing campaign that will get our online paid online advertisements 
visible in front of the right people. ensure maximum visibility for the business in 
its location. Shoko Steakhouse LLC. intends on using a number of marketing 
strategies that will allow Shoko steakhouse to easily target prospective guests. 
People who are looking for a place to celebrate a special occasion or a place for 
a delicious and unique steakhouse experience. 

● Social media will play a key role in reaching out to potential customers. We will 
create a 1 minute branding video and will used paid advertising to target specific 
customers 

Objective 2: Shoko Steakhouse open house. 



● Strategy: During the open house we will promote Shoko Steakhouse and 
relevant hours of operation and pricing. Shoko Steakhouse LLC. will invite 
well-known food critics to Shoko Steakhouse in order to generate positive 
publicity about the restaurant.These strategies include traditional print 
advertisements and special vouchers offered as a part of the open house 
campaign. The open house will offer appetizers and beverages and guests will 
be encouraged to stay and enjoy our restaurant atmosphere. We will also take 
reservations during the open house. 
 

SALES 
Objective #1: Increase average ticket sales per person from $80-$120 by 2020. We will 

keep records of ticket sales to measure sales volume, and the average customer 
check. Two-top tables should average between $200-$300. A table of four should 
average $500-$600+. 

● Strategy: Train our staff team to exhibit 5 star services and amplify the quality of 
our food options at the guests tables. Our staff will encourage returning guests to 
try alternative pricier options, and explain to new guests our unique features and 
featured food items. Our servers will be trained on effectively up selling food 
items such as desserts and appetizers to guests throughout their dining 
experience.  

Objective #2: Sell an average of 600 entries per week to our guests during our opening 
quarter. Our sales and marketing team will promote our restaurant opening to 
ensure we have a high income opening quarter. We will plan on serving at least 
100 guests per night and more on the weekends.  

● Strategy: We will offer different course choices to accommodate slower foot 
traffic during low seasons. Our social media page will promote our menu and 
services uniquely throughout the week, and we will send email promotions to 
guests who would like to sign up for exclusive offers and birthday discounts. Our 
menu will be posted in the lobby of the restaurant on a huge interactive screen, 
so guests can browse our menu options and plan their orders.  

 
Objective #1: Build company culture to promote team building a positive work 
environment that will translate to guest interactions. 

● Strategy: Orientation in new-hires will play a key role in building comfort and 
rapport amongst the staff. Focusing on company culture, management can 
emphasize our core competencies to ensure everyone is on the same page. 
Communicating the overall vision and mission moving forward will solidify job 



descriptions and the importance of every position in the company. Hire 
individuals who truly enjoy working in the high-end dining industry.  

Objective #2: Implement customer service training when needed. Offer a culture where 
experience staff can provide input and suggestions to be considered to the 
improvement of the company’s customer service. 

● Strategy: Customer service training will occur at the minimum every 3 months. 
During the training times the management will articulate changes implemented 
within the company: menu, operations, pricing, etc. Making adjustments to the 
routine to ensure our guests the best customer experience is our number one 
priority. 

 
OPERATIONS & PRICING 
Objective #1: Keep labor costs low. Ensure that during slow periods that part-time staff 
is sent home as soon as possible. 

● Strategy: Utilize analytics to forecast traffic within the restaurant. In order to 
avoid extra employment costs, servers should be a part-time and management 
should be full-time. We also measure conversion rates every hour to see 
declines or upsurges in traffic during key operation periods so that they can 
arrange the right number of servers to work the floor. If there is any time that 
management team feels that labor was disproportionate, they will take a note of 
the date and time to refer future human resource waste. 

Objective #2: Lower food costs down to be no more than 20% of all revenue 
● Strategy: Management anticipates that the business will generate approximately 

$50-80 per person for an entree. If alcohol is served, Management expects that 
the total per person revenues generated for a meal will range from $80 to $120. 
In addition, in order to reduce food waste, the kitchen will make sure to minimize 
food waste and find cost sensitive food suppliers. 

Objective #3: Make sure that Shoko is on track by sales and expenses. This can be 
measured by comparing actual results with the forecasts made in estimate financial 
statements. 

● Strategy: Management will review Shoko’s sales and expenses on a daily, 
weekly, and monthly basis. With this observation into Shoko’s financials, 
management can make strategic and tactical actions to correct deficit if it occurs.  

 
SERVICE  



Objective #1: Operate as a 4-star restaurant, with 5-star services and products. We will 
remain competitive in the full-service dining industry by establishing ourselves as the 
restaurant that operates above and beyond customers expectations. We will incorporate 
the principal of the “Power of One”, meaning every employee has the capability and 
permission to execute strategies that leave our guests completely satisfied and likely to 
return.  

● Strategy: The Shoko experience starts from the street. As guests walk by and 
look inside our restaurant, the glass, big screen TV and calming aroma will entice 
viewers to step inside and experience Shoko Steakhouse. The Interactive 
Display Panel (IDP) will give our guests an overview of our mission and 
operations. Our hosts will act as the welcoming feature to our restaurant. They 
will explain the process of opentable and reservations to our guests. Our dining 
room assistants will be trained to quickly and effectively change out tables to 
make room for more guests. We will work with servers to execute precision 
orders and unbelievable service. The restaurant will schedule an appropriate 
amount of staff during high volume weekdays and weekends.  

Objective #2: Increase amount of positive guest experiences. Increase online 
relevancy with 5-star Yelp and Opentable reviews. Our restaurant will implement social 
media marketing and grassroots marketing to create a high quality brand recognition 
within the San-Diego region.  

● Strategy: Guests who have had an amazing experience will be encouraged to 
rate us online in the store before they leave. They will receive a chance to win a 
$50-$100 gift card or a free dessert on the spot. Servers must provide 
impeccable service to our customers during their dining experience in Shoko 
Steakhouse. Guests who have a below average experience will be approached 
by a manager and be compensated depending on the issue at hand. We will 
encourage guests to follow us on Social Media to join online discussions and 
promotions.  

  
FUTURE PROSPECTS AND DIRECTION 

After Shoko Steakhouse has achieve the best steakhouse in Southern California, 
we will begin looking into expanding our market segmentation and overall 
corporate level strategies. Our corporate level strategy within 5-10 years will be 
looking for new locations to open up in the Los Angeles area. We want our 
business to expand to high foot traffic regions in Los Angeles, and open up an 
operating segment in the fast casual restaurant industry. Our LA locations will 
resemble the hustle and bustle of the famous city, as we move from fine-dining to 



fast-casual. This will open up our market to families and lower income guests 
wanting to taste our Japanese style steaks and flavors. 

 
Our business level strategy in 3-5 years is implementing fine-dining catering 
services for customers who would like to experience Shoko Steakhouse inside 
their home. We will offer catering options, as well as experienced staff to bring 
our unique appeal right on our guests doorstep. Of course, once the success of 
Shoko Steakhouse spreads, there will be more of a need to take our services 
outside our restaurant walls. We will need to revisit our strategy as this time 
approaches. However, offering a small catering service will be a great addition to 
our restaurant. Let Shoko Steakhouse play a small part in your personal life 
outside of our building.  

 
Premier steakhouse destination in Southern California offering the highest quality 
steakhouse. Famous for our Japanese flavors. 

- LA locations 
- Incorporate more technology 
- Partnership with winery 
- Create a family Style - Fast Casual attached business 

 
AMOUNT OF CAPITAL REQUESTED AND JUSTIFICATION  
 

We are seeking a $400,000 investment for 30% of Shoko Steakhouse. Due to the 
prime location of the restaurant and ability to generate a profit in just over two 
years, Shoko Steakhouse LLC believes that a $1.3 million valuation of the venture 
is a fair estimate. 
The investment into the restaurant will go directly towards startup and renovation 
costs, and will allow shoko to fill the gap in the San Diego fine dining market for 
upscale Japanese cuisine. 

PRO FORMA FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR 2 YEARS INTO THE FUTURE 
Underlying Assumptions 
Shoko Steakhouse LLC. has based its pro forma financial statements on the 

following: 
● Restaurant will operate at 30% capacity during open week 
● Shoko Steakhouse will have an annual revenue growth rate of 5% per 

year and 15% in the first year of business 
● 32% Food Costs  
● Assume that at 20% more customers come on weekends (F,Sat, Sun) 



● Peak seasons (summer months) additional 10% Increase in Revenue 
 
Startup Expenses: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Pro forma financial summary of operations: 
 

 



Pro forma summary of financial position (Balance Sheet): 

 
 



 
 
Sensitivity Analysis 

In the event of an economic downturn, the business may have a decline in its 
revenue. However, Shoko Steakhouse will generate substantial gross margins 
from its food and beverage sales, and despite a decrease in top line income, the 
business will be able to remain profitable and cash flow positive. 
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